The technology platform of FEU's online forum is an open source software product called Discuz!NT. As of May 26, 2008, the version of Discuz!NT powering FEU's online forum was Discuz!NT 2.1. This version provided basic online message board features including subforums, user profiles, photo uploading, and file attachments. Compared to today's online forums, Discuz!NT 2.1 did not have a tag feature for content association, a private message feature for one-to-one communication, an automated alert feature for triggered attending, or a follow feature for network building (according to the DisCuz!NT version history on http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discuz!NT).
In developing the coding scheme for content themes, we first identified existing content categories from the online community research (see Table 1 in the main article for the list of research articles). This step yielded the content categories listed in Table B1 . Then, the first author applied the existing content categories to an initial round of coding. This exercise quickly indicated the need to revise existing content categories according to the research context and research questions of our study. For example, disease outbreak information Salathé et al. 2013) does not apply to the earthquake context of our research site. Meanwhile, negative emotions should be added as a separate content theme because it captures message content dynamics and feedback loop dynamics immediately after the earthquake. Following the iterative comparison and grouping process of the open coding technique (Corbin and Strauss 1990) , we eliminated content categories that do not apply to our study, aggregated content categories that reveal similar insights, and added new content categories that are salient in our data. In particular, while previous studies identified a number of information-related content categories, we aggregate these into a single category for information because information seeking, provision, synthesizing, and curation exhibit similar distribution patterns during our data collection window. They offer similar theoretical insights regarding the order creation dynamics. Meanwhile, our coding scheme includes two categories of emotion-related content: negative emotions and emotional support. These two types of emotions showed distinct changing patterns following the earthquake and revealed different feedback loop dynamics. We also recognize two types of opinion-related content categories from our data: appreciation and self-reflection. These two content categories are differentiated by their changing patterns and theoretical insights. 
Appendix C Chow Test Results
The Chow test (1960) is commonly used to assess whether certain statistical relationships remain stable in two periods of time. It employs an F-test to decide whether subsets of coefficients in two regressions are equal. We took four steps in applying the Chow test to our data analysis. Our time series data are lagged hourly. First, we selected break points between different phases. The hour when the earthquake occurred (2 p.m. on May 12, 2008) was a natural break point between the precrisis and post-crisis periods. For the remaining break points, we first narrowed down the selection to a few possible hours according to the message content dynamics depicted in Figure 4 of the paper. Then following Chiles et al. (2004) we used a trial-and-error approach to identify the particular break hour between phase 1 and 2 (6 a.m. on May 14), between phase 2 and 3 (5 a.m. on May 16), and between phase 3 and 4 (3 a.m. on May 19).
Second, we created five dummy variables corresponding to the five phases in the time series data: precrisis, phase 1 (sensing), phase 2 (understanding), phase 3 (deciding), and phase 4 (concluding). We also generated the interaction terms of each phase dummy variable and the one-hour lag of the independent variables and dependent variable. As explained in the paper, the independent variables include the amounts of posts associated with different message content themes in the previous hour as well as the percentage of earthquake-related posts in the previous hour. The dependent variable is the percentage of earthquake-related posts among all posts. This regression model captures the relationship between message content dynamics and the overall activity level of self-organized online crisis management.
Third, we conducted four regressions between the dependent variable and the independent variables along with the interaction terms and the phase dummy variable. Each regression used data from two adjacent phases. The regression results are displayed in Table C1 . Finally, we ran an F-test on the coefficients for the interaction terms and the phase dummy variable from each regression. The F-test results are presented in the last row of Table C1 . All four tests indicate significant breaks between different online crisis management phases. Chinese   Table D1 below displays the discussion thread "Strong Earthquake Hit Campus" in the original Chinese language. Each entry corresponds to a translated message in Table 5 of the manuscript.
Table C1. Chow Test for Structural Breaks in Time Series

Appendix E Time Series Analysis of IT Affordances' Immediate Impact
The time series data is lagged hourly. The phase dummy variables created for the Chow test were used in this analysis. The pre-crisis phase dummy variable is omitted from the analysis to prevent dummy variable trap. 
